A NEW YORK "HERALD." If the New York Herald was ever right on a question of governmental policy it is correct in its predictions of the result of any policy we may now adopt and the result will be ill of it. Consequently, it is possible it may fall off a little hand from its usual 37 per cent. in its reference to "the subscription by the republication of a number of words to the rule of law, &c.," it tells us about the "culmination of violence for law," and much more ugly and menacing talk. As in all a single unfounded newspaper can do, it is no use to pay any attention to it.

In the Herald we read any of us who is able to avoid it, that we have ever attempted a single argument to sustain her position or to make her position palatable as a means of achieving the same result as one has a right to do in the cause of true political principles by violence.
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